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4 Reasons to Know Your Bugs

SO YOU CAN CATCH MORE FISH ON THE FLY

Written by

Allen with The Catch and The Hatch

Knowing the difference between a may�y or a caddis, or a midge nymph from a caddis nymph is key to your success on the water. It goes without

saying (though I’ll say it anyway) that knowing your insects will catch you more �sh than what the anglers without this knowledge do. Without this

knowledge, you can really only guess at what they may eat in your �y box, which will leave you choosing your latest “con�dence �y” instead of the �y

that the �sh are eating.  

We’re going to give you four excellent reasons that you should know your bugs when you’re on the water so you can �nally get yourself motivated

enough to learn and improve the way you �y �sh.

�� You’ll gain the respect of your �shing buddies.

�� You’ll get a deeper appreciation for �y �shing and trout.

�� You’ll stop the endless guessing.
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�� You’ll catch more �sh than ever before.

You’ll Gain the Respect of Your Fishing Buddies

AND THEY’LL GIVE YOU MORE BEER AROUND THE CAMPFIRE

We all want to be that person who out-�shes their �y-�shing buddies on the river time after time. For most of us, that person is the angler who seems

to know something we don’t. The info they know that you don’t is entomology. They don’t have to waste half a day changing �y after �y until they get

lucky enough to hook a few �sh that are eating the �y they threw on. Instead, they spend their time observing and understanding what the bugs are

doing and how the trout are responding to them. They then, quietly select the correct insects and �shes behind you calmly as they catch �sh after �sh

after �sh.

If you want to be the savvy angler of your group, then learn your bugs. You’ll save tons of time on the river �guring out what they are eating by using

the skills learned in our online entomology course and you’ll use that time instead for catching more �sh.

With all those �sh to your net by the end of the day, your friends won’t wait to liquor you up so you can divulge the secrets of your success around the

camp�re.

You’ll Get a Deeper Appreciation for the Sport

WITH UNDERSTANDING COMES WISDOM AND WITH WISDOM, APPRECIATION

There is something special that comes along with learning your insects. The opportunity that you get when you can step into a river, observe and

identify the natural insects that the local trout are feeding on, and then imitate that in your �y box with success, is one of the most rewarding

experiences you can have in �y �shing.  

Without the knowledge of knowing your insects and applying that knowledge, even a great day on the water leaves this feeling that “you got lucky”

and the �sh gods smiled upon you to allow you to catch �sh. When you know your insect entomology, the success rests in your hands and you can

walk away with a deeper satisfaction than ever before.  

The simple understanding of insects deepens the quest of catching trout. Once you are able to understand their environment, it brings joy and

satisfaction to every trout you catch. Letting them go slowly gives an opportunity to connect with their lives for a brief moment, and with your

understanding of entomology, it deepens the connection.

Spend time learning your bugs, and you’ll �nd a deeper connection and satisfaction with �y �shing that is only reserved for those dedicated enough

to truly learn and understand the trout’s environment in a detailed and personal way. It’s a journey all anglers must take to truly experience �y �shing

in its entirety.

You’ll Stop The Endless Guessing

YOU CAN ELIMINATE MUCH OF THE UNKNOWN WITH INSECT KNOWLEDGE

https://midcurrent.fliesforsale.com/product/tcth-entomology-course-deal/
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We all have had those days where we throw every �y in our box only to have the last �y we try �sh insanely well. All that tying and changing of �ies

means you lost time �shing and I haven’t met a single angler ever who enjoys rigging up more than �shing.

Once you know your insects, all that’s left is outsmarting the trout with your presentation and making sure you’re in the right location. Now, these are

dif�cult enough in themselves, but even novice anglers have a decent understanding of where to �nd �sh and how to cast to them. It’s not that they

don’t know what to do, they just need more practice at doing it. Fly selection on the other hand, often gets left behind as it requires the most effort to

learn and understand the knowledge needed to catch more �sh.

Think about it. Out of the things we can control in �y �shing, �y selection leaves you with the most ambiguity and questions if you don’t have the

knowledge to determine what the trout are eating. Presentation is practice, we know what to do for the most part, but doing it correctly takes practice

and patience. There isn’t much we can do about location most times unless you have unlimited time and resources, so we often choose rivers by

convenience and desired experience. Weather is totally out of our control and that leaves us with �y selection. 

With the knowledge of �y selection, we can really turn the tables on our �shing success. If you had no idea what �y to use and just had to guess vs.

the other angler who knew the �ies the trout were eating, who do you think would catch more �sh?  

Learning your bugs will stop the frustration of the unknown on the water, which in turn gives you a greater experience on the water.

You’ll Catch More Fish Than Ever Before

IT WOULDN’T BE STRANGE TO DOUBLE THE FISH COUNTS

Every time I start my day disciplined and spend �ve minutes with my bug seine in the water, analyzing and researching what I see in the river in terms

of insect activity, weather, �ow etc., and then put that knowledge against the �ies I choose in my box, I catch twice as many �sh. When I was a

beginner I went from two �sh to four �sh in a day. Now that I have more experience under my belt, my numbers are in the double digits consistently

when I use my �y selection knowledge.

We spend a huge amount of time talking about �y selection here, not because it’s more important than presentation or location, but because it is

almost always the weakest part in a �y angler’s skill set. I know anglers who can double haul 100 feet of line while holding a beer, but can’t tell me the

difference between a stone�y nymph and a may�y nymph or identify the difference on the river and know what �ies to use to imitate those insects. If

they spent just a little more time on their �y selection knowledge, they would double the amount of �sh they’d catch. I’ve seen it with experienced

guides and with beginners alike. 

If you know you need to learn more about your bugs, make the decision today to learn. There’s tons of free and premium resources out there that can

help. We’ve built an online entomology course that teaches everything you need to know about �y selection. Check out the details here if you’re

interested, but regardless of if you use our course or not, commit to learning your bugs and you’ll take your �y-�shing game to the next level. You have

four very good reasons to learn—take advantage of the knowledge that is out there.

https://midcurrent.fliesforsale.com/product/tcth-entomology-course-deal/
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TCTH All Course Deal

$99.00

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MIDCURRENT FLY OUTPOST

Master Fly Selection with These 3 Online Courses

Take at Your Own Pace – Unlimited Access

Lifetime Access | Online and Of�ine Access

Includes TCTH Mobile App with BUG ID tool and Of�ine Courses on

Phone

Get 75% Off Retail Pricing | Best Pricing Available

Get Lifetime Access to All 3 Courses Including Future Updates and

Improvements

Get The Courses Of�ine Via the Free Mobile App ->

Available After Purchase

SKU: TCTH-ALL-COURSE CATEGORIES: All Products, Online Courses

$399.97

ADD TO CART

ENTOMOLOGY COURSE DEAL TOP TROUT FLIES COURSE DEAL
CRAFTING YOUR FLY BOX

COURSE DEAL

Online Entomology Course

Normally $199.99 | Only $49.99 With Bundle (75% OFF)

About The Cours

Fully Online, Self-Paced, Unlimited, Lifetim

Learn all 23 bugs above and under the wat

Useful for anyone who �shes for trout (wor

Learn how to match any bug to any �y and 

DESCRIPTION
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FULLY ONLINE | SELF PACED | LIFETIME ACCESS

109 Pages | Video Shorts | Pics | Diagrams | and More

Eight easy to follow lessons to master the k

100+ Pages, Video Shorts, Pics, Diagrams a

Master your bugs in just one week! (and ca

DEALS INCLUDED WITH C

Get three, 50% off coupons for any �ies an

site

Get a free bug seine to catch insects above

Get a downloadable PDF for print or of�ine

Top Trout Flies Course

Normally $99.99 | Only $24.99 With Bundle (75% OFF) 

FULLY ONLINE | SELF PACED | LIFETIME ACCESS

111 Pages | 13 Lessons | 100+ Fly Images | Seasonal Fly Charts

About The Course

Master the top 10 trout �ies

Learn the right times/seasons to use them

Assemble the perfect �y box

Catch �sh faster with our unique strategy

Seasonal size/color charts for each top patter

Tying instructions and variations to use

DEALS INCLUDED WITH COURSE

FREE Fly Fishing Basics Lesson

A PDF of the course for of�ine viewing (on

request)

FREE Access to our �y selection mastery seri

Craft Your Fly Box Course

Normally $99.99 | Only $24.99 With Bundle (75% OFF) 
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ABOUT THE CATCH AND THE

HATCH
TEACHING ANGLERS TO CATCH MORE FISH AND FIND NEW ADVENTURES

RELATED PRODUCTS

FULLY ONLINE | SELF PACED | LIFETIME ACCESS

140+ Pages | Pics | Diagrams | and More

About the Cou

All your �y selection skills are worthless if you 

in your box when it counts. Learn the �y by �y, 

any occasion on the wate

Get �y by �y Steps to create the top �y box

Master the strategic approach experts use 

box

Learn about insect lifecycles, seasonality, a

different bodies of water

Learn the names of the most popular �ies a

imitate.

DEALS INCLUDED WITH C

Two, 50% off coupons for any �ies or assor

Unlimited 50% Off Coupons for Catch n’ H

A Downloadable PDF for of�ine/streamside

Downloadable spreadsheet of my �y boxes

to create your own boxes

Lifetime access to the course including fut

One, 50% Off Coupon for Any Future Cours

$119.00

ADD TO CART

$119.00

ADD TO CART

$119.00

ADD TO CART

$119.00

ADD TO CART
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RELATED POSTS

We believe that �y �shing is important for the soul and getting the most out of every �y �shing adventure is a worthy pursuit.

We help anglers learn as much as possible about �y �shing so they can catch more �sh, increase their understanding of the sport and get

the most enjoyment out of each and every adventure on the water.
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